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Welcome message

It is with great pleasure that I welcome all of you to English
Unlimited. We want every single student to have an amazing
experience in Australia and develop not only their English
skills but improve their confidence to become global citizens.
Through our exceptional teaching quality, student support
and commitment to excellence, we create the building blocks
of success. Coming to a new country is a big step and our aim
is to support you on this journey. At English Unlimited, we
want to go beyond learning and help students develop life
skills that will benefit them long after they have graduated. I
hope you enjoy this adventure that you are about to embark
on.

Dr Ivan Kumar
ACADEMIC MANAGER (NATIONAL)
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Why choose
English Unlimited?

LEARN FAST

VARIETY

Give yourself the best possible start with quality
English programs designed to get you the
results you need fast.

Choose from a range of specialised, immersive
language courses to suit your academic and
professional goals.

QUALITY

RESULTS

Have peace of mind that you’ll be studying with
a NEAS quality-endorsed provider with 25 years
of experience.

Learn from the best with high-impact teaching
strategies from experienced teachers to get you
fully prepared for exam day.

TEACHERS

ACTIVITIES

Learn from passionate, highly qualified teachers
who will guide you every step of the way on
your personalised language journey.

Enhance your fluency and cultural awareness
with 8 hours of optional activities weekly.

FLEXIBILITY
Fit your studies around your travel or work
schedules with flexible campus transfers and
class timetables. You have the freedom to start
your course in one city and finish it in another.
You can also switch between our morning and
evening sessions.
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PATHWAYS
Use your time at English Unlimited as a
springboard to further study. You can package
your English with a range of VET courses at our
sister school, Australian Pacific College, and then
go on to one of APC’s 15 university pathways.
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Personalise your
learning experience!
EU LIBRARY

GRAMMAR CLINIC
(MON - 1 HOUR)
LIFE SKILLS
(TUES - 1 HOUR)

WRITING BOX

CORE
CLASSES

SELF-GUIDED
STUDY
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ANYTIME
RESOURCES

ACADEMIC
SUPPORT

PLUS CLASSES
(4 hours p/w)

FRIDAY BOOST
CLASSES

4 HOUR
SPEAKING CLINIC SKILLS-FOCUSED
CLASS
CREATIVE ENGLISH (THURS - 1 HOUR)
(WED - 1 HOUR)
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Course options
COURSE

INTAKES

GENERAL ENGLISH

EVERYDAY ENGLISH
METHOD*

REQUIREMENTS

Your study options!
DURATION

WEEKLY HOURS

PROGRESS TESTS

Monday
No pre-requisite
1-77
			

20 core hours
Up to 8 optional hours

Every 6 weeks

Monday

20 core hours
Up to 8 optional hours

Every 6 weeks

Completion of
1-77
elementary		

Choose between two convenient study sessions
MORNING CLASS
PROGRAM
MONDAY - THURSDAY

B2 FIRST
PREPARATION

Monday

Completion of
1-12
intermediate		

20 core hours
Up to 8 optional hours

Every 6 weeks

IELTS PREPARATION

Fixed

Completion of
1-12
intermediate		

20 core hours
Up to 8 optional hours

Every 6 weeks

C1 ADVANCED
PREPARATION

Monday

Completion of
1-12
upper-intermediate		

20 core hours
Up to 8 optional hours

Every 6 weeks

ENGLISH FOR
ACADEMIC PURPOSES

Fixed

Completion of
1-26
intermediate		

20 core hours
Up to 8 optional hours

Every 6 weeks

OR

9AM - 2.45PM

EVENING CLASS
PROGRAM*
MONDAY - FRIDAY
4.30PM - 8.45PM
*Times may vary according to campus
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UPSKILL YOURSELF
8 hours of optional classes
PLUS CLASSES

BOOST CLASS

MONDAY - THURSDAY

FRIDAY

3PM - 4PM

9AM - 1.30PM
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GENERAL ENGLISH

COURSE LENGTH

Give yourself the best start in Australia
with practical, real-life language skills.

INTAKES

COURSE SNAPSHOT
General English provides comprehensive, practical experience
in a range of skill areas necessary for you to socialise and work
effectively in an English-speaking environment. Our dynamic,
learner-centred course is built around the four core skills of
listening, speaking, reading and writing, building your fluency
and accuracy as you become a lifelong, independent learner.

› 1-77 weeks

› Every Monday

PRE-REQUISITE
› Open to all

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
› Language for real-life situations
› Deep understanding of
grammatical structures
› A rich, flexible vocabulary
› A solid foundation for further study

WHERE TO NEXT?
›
›
›
›
›

B2 First Preparation
C1 Advanced Preparation
IELTS Preparation
English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
Vocational courses (VET)

LOCATIONS
/ COURSE CODES
› Brisbane: 074849E
› Melbourne / Sydney: 017830M

“The atmosphere here is absolutely
amazing! My English has really improved
and now I feel ready to work and travel.”
[VIRGILE, FRANCE]
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EVERYDAY ENGLISH
METHOD (GE)

COURSE LENGTH

Learn how to speak with confidence with
our NEAS endorsed premium teaching
method.

› Every Monday

COURSE SNAPSHOT

›
›
›
›
›

Everyday English is a teaching method for General English (GE),
established in response to students’ critical need for a course that
combines language-based education and cultural experience
in Australia. We’ll teach you the must-know, everyday language
you are going to hear and experience outside of school. Coming
to a new country and learning a new language is not easy and
that’s why Everyday English creates a class environment that
encourages and stimulates you to actively participate in the real
world. The Everyday English Method will enhance your learning
experience, giving you the confidence to achieve your everyday
goals.

› 1-77 weeks

INTAKES
PRE-REQUISITE
› Pre-Intermediate to Advanced

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
Exclusive Australian content
Accent coaching
Real world projects
Personalised lessons
Video/audio analysis

WHERE TO NEXT?
›
›
›
›

B2 First Preparation
C1 Advanced Preparation
IELTS Preparation
Vocational courses (VET)

LOCATIONS
› Brisbane: 074849E
› Melbourne / Sydney: 017830M

“Everyday English is the best way to
learn. We combine the real world with
natural conversation.”
[BRUNA, BRAZIL]
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B2 FIRST PREPARATION
Previously FCE Preparation

Deepen your grasp of English grammar.
Gain a globally-recognised standard of
English proficiency.
COURSE SNAPSHOT
B2 First Preparation fully equips you to take the Cambridge B2
First exam, a globally-recognised English proficiency exam for
employment, immigration and/or university purposes. Covering
the four main language skills with an emphasis on fluency, this
course will expand your vocabulary, boost your confidence
and deepen your understanding of advanced grammatical
structures.

COURSE LENGTH
› 1-12 weeks

INTAKES
› Every Monday

PRE-REQUISITE
› Completion of Intermediate

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
› Effective exam strategies
› Oral fluency
› A deep understanding of
grammatical structures
› A broad vocabulary
› Complex writing techniques

WHERE TO NEXT?
›
›
›
›

C1 Advanced Preparation
IELTS Preparation
English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
Vocational courses (VET)

LOCATIONS
/ COURSE CODES
› Brisbane: 074854G
› Melbourne / Sydney: 055939E

“EU has become my second home! All the
staff and teachers have been so kind to me
and my confidence has really improved!”
[JINSOO, KOREA]
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C1 ADVANCED PREPARATION
Previously CAE Preparation

Take your English to the next level.
Prepare for a prestigious, globally
recognised exam.
COURSE SNAPSHOT
C1 Advanced Preparation is an in-depth course, preparing you
for the specific requirements of the C1 Advanced examination, a
prestigious measure of advanced near-native English proficiency.
With its lifelong validity and global recognition, this qualification
is the perfect addition to any CV as proof of high-level English
language competence. By the end of this course, you will come
away with a broad English lexicon, increased confidence,
sophisticated grammatical structures and a range of effective
exam strategies to ensure you reach your potential on exam day.

COURSE LENGTH
› 1-12 weeks

INTAKES
› Every Monday

PRE-REQUISITE
› Completion of B2 First Preparation
or Upper-intermediate

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
›
›
›
›

Effective exam strategies
Near-native fluency
An expansive vocabulary
Sophisticated collocations and
grammatical structures
› Advanced writing techniques

WHERE TO NEXT?
›
›
›
›

IELTS Preparation
English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
Vocational courses (VET)
University

LOCATIONS
/ COURSE CODES
› Brisbane: 074855G
› Melbourne / Sydney: 057276A

“Amazing teachers with great experience in
the industry. Excellent support for students
and awesome staff.”
[PEDRO, BRAZIL]
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IELTS PREPARATION
International English Language Testing System

Boost your band score. Open doors to
worldwide opportunities.
COURSE SNAPSHOT
IELTS Preparation provides invaluable insight into the IELTS
exam, thoroughly preparing you for all four parts of this global
measure of proficiency. Accepted by over 9000 institutions
and organisations in 145 countries, a solid IELTS band score
will open you up to a range of opportunities in the areas of
migration, employment and further study.

COURSE LENGTH
› 1-12 weeks

INTAKES
› Every Monday

PRE-REQUISITE
› Completion of Intermediate

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
›
›
›
›
›
›

Crucial IELTS exam strategies
Task-specific writing techniques
Oral fluency
Speed reading skills
Grammatical accuracy
A broad vocabulary

WHERE TO NEXT?
›
›
›
›
›

B2 First Preparation
C1 Advanced Preparation
English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
Vocational courses (VET)
University

LOCATIONS
/ COURSE CODES
› Brisbane: 074852K
› Melbourne / Sydney: 057277M

“The best experience I’ve had in my life!
I went from IELTS 6.5 to 8.0 in just 14
weeks at EU.”
[VALENTINA, ITALY]
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ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC
PURPOSES
Prepare yourself for higher education.
COURSE SNAPSHOT
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) is designed to increase
your skills for the English-language requirements of Australian
higher education. Ideal for students wishing to undertake a
university degree in Australia, our EAP program will develop
your skills in research, essay-writing, oral presentations and
tutorial participation.

COURSE LENGTH
› 1-26 weeks

INTAKES
› Fixed

PRE-REQUISITE
› Completion of Intermediate

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
›
›
›
›
›

University-level English
Research skills
Academic writing and vocabulary
Oral presentations
University referencing

WHERE TO NEXT?
›
›
›
›
›

B2 First Preparation
C1 Advanced Preparation
IELTS Preparation
Vocational courses (VET)
University

LOCATIONS
/ COURSE CODES
› Brisbane: 074850A
› Melbourne / Sydney: 017829D

“I think my experience here, being
surrounded by so many people from all over
the world, has taught me to break down
stereotypes I’ve held and has helped me
become a more open-minded person.”
19

[LUISA, COLOMBIA]
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BARISTA SKILLS TRAINING

COURSE LENGTH

Get job-ready and confident. Experience
12 hours of hands-on barista training.

INTAKES

COURSE SNAPSHOT
Forget 3-hour barista courses where you barely touch the
coffee machine! Our barista course provides 12 hours of
highly practical barista training, getting you confident and
knowledgeable for your trial day or interview. Classes are led
by highly-experienced baristas who have years of experience
running successful cafes of their own. Classes are kept small to
maximise your learning potential and to ensure a high level of
student-trainer interaction.
Note: Students must wear closed shoes and hair must be tied
back to comply with hygiene and WHS standards. Only available
for students with minimum Intermediate English level.

› 2 x 6 Hours

› Monthly

PRE-REQUISITE
› Completion of Intermediate

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Cafe terminology
Espresso extraction
Grinding and dosing
Milk texturing
Coffee art
Free pour and etching techniques
Cafe culture
WHS and hygiene practices

“I’m so glad I did this course. I showed up
on my trial day and the manager was really
impressed that I’d done a 12-hour course!”
[ANDREINA, VENEZUELA]
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JUNIOR ENGLISH
PROGRAM
Give your child a global future. Advance
your child’s English proficiency and cultural
awareness.
COURSE SNAPSHOT
Our Junior English Program will provide your child (aged 9-15)
with the opportunity to build confidence, enhance English
proficiency and make long-lasting friendships with children
from all over the globe. Through dynamic activities, such as
excursions, games, role plays, singing and group discussions,
our qualified and experienced teachers will motivate your child
to develop a true passion for learning English while targeting
all four macro skills (reading, writing, listening and speaking)
including functional grammar, lexis and register.

COURSE LENGTH
› 1-5 weeks

INTAKES
› Fixed

PRE-REQUISITE
› Age 9-15

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
› Intercultural competence
› A global learning perspective
› A solid understanding of
grammatical structures
› A rich, flexible vocabulary
› Confident speaking skills
› Australian culture

“I had so much fun on the junior program.
I met kids from all over the world and
visited lots of fun places”
[NATALIA, BRAZIL]
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Student statistics!

ITA

BRA

KOR
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THA

COL
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Humans of EU
“I chose to study here because of a tour guide I met 4 years ago who told me about
Australia and her lifestory. From that day on, I felt like Australia was very much ‘me’
(everything from the people to the lifestyle to the environment). Living here has given me
a much more positive outlook on life. I got here 5 months ago and started meeting people
from all over the world. I have so many foreign friends now who have been so kind and
helpful to me and have shown me so much love. I have learnt so much from them and this
amazing experience!”

Ayumi, Japan - EU student
“I’ve been in Australia for 5 months now. For me, being in Australia represents opportunity
and the feeling of being truly free. Here you have the world in your hands. I chose
Australia because I’d already travelled the world with my husband and we were looking
for something different and fresh. What I really love about Australia is that everyone gets
treated equally. It doesn’t matter if you’re a cleaner or a lawyer, you get the same respect
and I really love that.”

Andreina, Venezuela - EU Student

“I’ve been in Australia for three weeks now. I think people in Brisbane are just so friendly and
nice compared to people back in France. They are always smiley and happy. Even the bus
drivers are nice. I had a very interesting experience one time. My bus stop is so far away from
my house. Since I am still not familiar with the bus route, I had to ask the driver where to get
off. He asked me where I lived and even dropped me in front of my house. It really made
my day!”

Camille, France - EU Student

“I’m from Bangladesh. It’s been an amazing experience here in Brisbane so far, but some things
are so different. Like seeing cars waiting at red lights and the relaxed Australian style. I feel
safe here, so I’ve felt comfortable to change the way I dress a bit too. I’m even wearing jeans
now. I haven’t done that since I was a kid! I could never do that back home as an adult. People
are much more open-minded here, so I’m learning to broaden my own mind as well. My English
classes have given me the confidence to go out and interact with people on the street. I used
to feel really insecure about making mistakes and people laughing at me. But what I’ve
discovered is we all make mistakes and no-one cares if you do.”

Afrin Nahar, Bangladesh - EU Student
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“I’m from New Caledonia. Last year, I was here on a working holiday visa as an Au Pair.
I just fell in love with Brisbane and Australia and so I decided to come back. It’s just so
multicultural here. It’s like the whole world is in one place. I’ve learnt so much by living here
and being far from my family. I’ve become more responsible, more mature and I know how
to manage my own money. If I had to give advice to someone coming to Australia for the
first time with no English, I would say: Get out there and meet people from other countries.
Don’t live with people that speak your language. Watch the news. Talk to people.”

“I chose Melbourne because it’s a popular destination for buskers. I busk selling my hand-drawn
postcards. What I love about busking is that a lot of people are happy to share their stories with
me and I can make a lot of friends. This is something I’ve never really experienced in Taiwan. I
used to think everyone from non-Asian countries spoke English, especially white people. After
coming to Melbourne, it’s been eye-opening to see how many languages are spoken in the
world. Knowing English certainly is a survival tool and I hope improving my English skills here in
Australia will help me find a job in an international company in the future.”

Sandrina, New Caledonia - EU student

Wu Ming Hung, Taiwan - EU student

“My parents gave me the nickname “Bank”. This is probably because I’m so valuable
to them. Just kidding! It’s probably because I cost them a lot of money. I’m a freelance
photographer both in Thailand and in Australia. In Thailand I take wedding pictures and
organise light and sound for parties and other events, such as, graduations at universities.
I also have a company called ‘Gun-Eng’ which teaches companies about team building.
Initially I planned to study in the USA but failed the entry test. However, I’m glad to have
had the experience of living and working here in Melbourne.”

“Australia has completely changed my perspective on life. I’ve learnt to be more respectful
of other cultures, to appreciate the things I have and to be more independent. I’ve really
just opened my mind here. In 2.5 months, I’ve moved up from Beginner to Pre-intermediate.
I seriously couldn’t understand a thing when I arrived. I remember on my first day at the
airport in Sydney, I couldn’t work out how to get my connecting flight to Brisbane. I couldn’t
understand anything anyone was saying to me! Now when I go out on the street, I can
comfortably talk and understand what people are saying.”

Theerapong [Bank], Thailand - EU student

Raul, Brazil - EU Student

For more stories, follow us on Instagram @English_Unlimited #HumansofEU
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Why Australia?
EXCELLENT ACADEMIC REPUTATION
22,000 courses & 11,000 institutions

TOP DESTINATION
Ranked the World’s 3rd best destination by international students

WORLD CLASS CITIES
Home to 5 of the highest ranked cities to study in the world

WORK & STUDY
Student-visa holders can work up to 40 hours in a fortnight (2 weeks)

HUGE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
200,000 job opportunities in an open market

A TRULY INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Australia’s population is made up of over 200 nationalities

LAID BACK LIFESTYLE
Spectacular natural beauty, including 10,000 pristine beaches
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Where you can find us!
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME!
Here at English Unlimited, we want you to feel welcome and relaxed from day
one. All campuses are equipped with state-of-the-art facilities including lightfilled classrooms with multimedia functionality, a generous student kitchen,
comfortable student furnishings and many quiet study zones.

BRISBANE SYDNEY MELBOURNE

Facilities
WIFI
Computer kiosks
Student kitchens
Air-conditioning
Library
Chill-out zones
Light-filled classrooms
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Brisbane
Sydney
Melbourne
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BRISBANE
• Located in the heart of Brisbane CBD
• Multicultural hub of creativity and
innovation
• Affordable lifestyle, saving you on tuition
and expenses
• Laid-back Queensland attitude with a
beautiful subtropical climate
• Forward-thinking education providers
• World-class research facilities
• Strategic location for travel around
Australia
• Welcoming and friendly atmosphere

Walking distance to
• Queen Street Mall
• South Bank
• Botanic Gardens
• King George Square
• Central Station
• Cultural Centre
• Queensland Museum
• Queensland Art Gallery
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SYDNEY
• One of the world’s most beautiful cities
• Miles of ocean coastline and sandy surf
beaches
• A wealth of top education providers and
universities
• One of the most ethnically diverse cities
in the world embracing new people and
cultures
• A lively hotspot for culture, art, fashion
and cuisine
• Healthy outdoors lifestyle packed with
events
• Home to Australia’s most famous
landmarks, such as the Sydney Opera
House and the Sydney Harbour Bridge

Walking distance to
• Darling Harbour
• Circular Quay
• The Sydney Opera House
• The Sydney Harbour Bridge
• The Rocks
• Barangaroo
• Town Hall
35

• The Royal Botanic Gardens
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MELBOURNE
• Voted the most liveable city in the world
7 years in a row
• Contemporary, eclectic atmosphere bustling
with cafes and fine cuisine
• Hidden laneways and street art to discover
on every corner
• Rich academic heritage with innovative
education providers
• Harmonious ethnic communities
• Lavish parks and gardens
• Culture capital of Australia with a yearly
calendar brimming with festivals, shows
and events

Walking distance to
• Bourke Street Mall
• Queen Victoria Market
• Federation Square
• Melbourne Central Station
• Chinatown
• Carlton Gardens
• Spencer Street
• Southern Cross Station
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STUDENT CARE
If you have any questions about English Unlimited, your class or living in
Australia, please see our friendly and helpful Student Care team. They
can help you with advice and information about courses, attendance and
student activities.

AIRPORT PICKUP
Our friendly driver will be waiting for you, holding a sign with your name at the
meeting point.

ACADEMIC AND WELFARE COUNSELLING
Your happiness and safety are important to everyone at English Unlimited.
Please come and see our experienced staff if you need to talk about extra
support, work placements, problems or personal challenges.

ACCOMMODATION ARRANGEMENT SERVICES

ORIENTATION AND EXTRA SUPPORT
We want you to get off to the best possible start in Australia. We’ll help you with
your Tax File Number (TFN), resume and cover letters, Australian bank account
and mobile phone.

JOB ASSISTANCE SERVICE (JAS)
Our Job Assistance Service helps you find part-time or casual work, and prepares
you if you’re looking for a new role as a professional in Australia.
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Fernanda Rivera - Student Care Officer

A variety of high-standard student accommodation is available to suit different
budgets and needs. You can choose to live in student accommodation or with an
Australian family.
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BRISBANE +61 7 3003 0088
MELBOURNE +61 3 8689 5500
SYDNEY +61 2 9251 7000
EU.EDU.AU
BRISBANE: English Unlimited Brisbane Pty Ltd (ABN 11 144 733 188) trading as English Unlimited | CRICOS Provider Code: 03296K
SYDNEY/MELBOURNE: Young Rabbit Pty Ltd (ABN 28 003 381 182) trading as English Unlimited Sydney and English Unlimited Melbourne | CRICOS Provider Code: 01331F
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